We describe a new statistical method for measuring bias in the codon usage table of a gene. The test is based on the multinomial and Poisson distributions. The method is used to scan DNA sequences and measure the strength of codon preference. For E. Coli we show that the strength of codon preference is related to levels of gene expression. The method can also be used to compare base triplet frequencies with those expected from the base composition. This second type of codon bias test is useful for distinguishing coding from non-coding regions. 
make any strong assumptions about the nature of the bias being tested.
Our new statistical measure, the "codon frequency bias" estimates the probability that the actual codon frequencies observed in a gene could be the result of some postulated impartial pattern of usage. The statistical test is quite general, and can, in principle, be used to measure any kind of unevenneas in the codon frequencies, comparing the observed frequencies with a predicted set, but in this paper we shall be mainly concerned with codon preference defined strictly relative to a given observed amino acid composition. The measure for this particular type of nonrandomness will be called the "codon preference bias". We shall see that the codon preference biases for different genes correlate well with their relative levels of expression.
We have also tested observed codon frequencies against the weaker assumption that they are determined solely by the base composition of the DNA. The corresponding measure of nonrandomness will be called the "base triplet bias" since it reflects the tendency of some triplets to occur more or less often than would be expected from the observed base composition rather than from the amino acid composition. We have used the base triplet bias with some success to distinguish coding from non-coding regions in genes.
TESTING THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE CODON PREFERENCE
We need a statistical test which is precise and quick to apply to a relatively short piece of sequence (30-300 codons) in which the majority of the codons might be used only a small number of times. This requirement rules out tests based on chi-squared or similar approximations. The mathematical approach we have chosen is valid for small individual counts, provided only that the total number of codons in the sequence is large, and it uses a "codon frequency bias", V, which is large whenever the codon usage pattern is Intrinsically improbable.
The Probability of a Given Codon Ueafte Pattern
Multinomial Probabilities We begin by introducing two distinct kinds of unbiased codon distribution, which can serve as reference standards. The factor Q(n), which depends only on n and N, is Just the global Poisson probability of getting a total count of exactly n when the mean count should be N. When N is large Q(n) approximates to a Gaussian with a strong maximum at n -N. Therefore, for codon tables with a total of exactly H
• 1/, log(2*N) [10] Nucleic Acids Research 
Codon Preference Bias in E. Coli Genes
As an example we examine the levels of constraint on codon choices in some genes of E. coll. Ikemura has shown for E. coli (3), and Ikemura (8) and Bennetzen and Hall (9) In Table 1 All sequences were taken from the EMBL nucleic acid library (12), and sources are given in Ikemura's paper (7).
We have also examined the unc operon of E. coli ( 
